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Net recovery of European stocks in January after December decreases,
supported by macro data and rally of financial stocks. Core sovereign
yields in net increase with expectations of monetary policy normalisation

Financial markets
Eurozone price indexes rallied in January after
the decrease registered in the second half of
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to manufacturing exporters, +2%). Overall, the
Euro Stoxx showed a 3% increase. Wall Street
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Sector trends

Sector performance driven by stronger macro
environment and increase in bond yields

Sector trends reflected the improvement in the
macro environment, which subsequently led to

Main sector trends, January 2018
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an increase in sovereign yields. The Financial
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Utilities worst performer following sovreign yields increase, Spanish newsflow and profit warning

Utilities Sector Trends
Following December’s negative performance, the
Utilities sector was

again the month’s worst January 2018 - Sector and sub-sector trends

performer in January. However, the regulated
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impacted by Suez’ profit warning .
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Italgas stock and its peers
on the Stock Market
Italgas

continued
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a
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performance, which, after December’s falls,

Italgas down with regulated utilities in
January, still impacted by the increase
in sovereign yields
Janurary 2018
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Agenda
Corporate events

12 March
Board of Directors approval of the consolidated financial
statement and dividend proposal press release and conference call
19 April

Shareholders’ meeting on the financial statement

Corporate News
Bond issue reopening
On 23 January, Italgas successfully reopened the bond
issued on September 18, 2017 (500 million euros,
maturing on January 18, 2029 and a coupon of
1.625%) for a further amount of 250 million euros. The
positive performance of the original issue on the
secondary market allowed Italgas to have the
reopening better priced in comparison to the original
issue, with a spread of 58 bps on the mid-swap rate
rather than the original 72 bps. At the moment of the
issue, the secondary market levels of the bond
reopened were higher than the spread of 58 bps
obtained with today's operation. This issue brings the
amount of fixed-rate debt to over € 3.2 billion euros,
also thanks to the hedging transactions from floating-tofix carried out in the first part of January. Italgas
realized a further step in the optimization process of its
debt structure, increasing maturity and fix/floating ratio.
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